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The Department of Homeland Security
is a “Man-Caused Disaster”
The uproar began a few weeks ago
when the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) issued a nine page report,
entitled “Right-wing Extremism: Current
Economic and Political Climate Fueling
Resurgence in Radicalization and
Recruitment.” That official document of
an agency of the United States Federal
government said, “Right-wing extremism
in the United States can be broadly
divided into those groups, movements,
and adherents that are primarily hateoriented (based on hatred of particular
religious, racial or ethnic groups), and
those that are mainly anti-government,
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rejecting federal authority in favor of
state or local authority, or rejecting
government authority entirely. It may
include groups and individuals that
are dedicated to a single issue, such as
opposition to abortion or immigration.”

The report also singled out returning
veterans, calling them “Disgruntled.”
The report expresses fear that some
veterans, now trained in the art of
military weapons, are being recruited
by “right-wing extremists” to help these
groups “boost” their violent capabilities.
Of course the poster child for DHS is
Oklahoma bomber Timothy McVeigh.
That news has been reported far and
wide and most have heard it. So why
am I bringing this up again? Because
the full story has been only marginally
covered, I’ll try to connect more of the
dots.
After the report became public a
firestorm of protest, DHS Secretary
Janet Napolitano went on a whirlwind
tour of the Sunday News shows.
The basic gist of reports from those
appearances was that she “apologized”
for the report, admitting that it was a little
over the top. In fact, she did nothing of
the sort. She dismissed the firestorm of
protest as simply “politicization,” and
she hailed the program as necessary to
combat “extremism.”
“It was an assessment, not an
accusation,” she said. “To the extent

veterans read it as an accusation… and
apology is owed.” That, my friends
is not an apology – it is a reprimand
to people who she feels can’t read.
Basically Napolitano was pandering to
the vast number of American veterans.
No mention was made to the millions of
Americans who fall into the “right-wing
extremists” category. She then went on to
defend the report, saying it is part of an
ongoing series of assessments to provide
information to state, local and tribal
law enforcement agencies on “violent
radicalization” in the United States.
To prove her words, just two weeks
after the outrage over this report, DHS
released another one. On Tuesday, May
5th, The Washington Times reported
on another leaked DHS document
on “Extremism,” entitled, “Domestic
Extremism Lexicon.” This one repeats
the definition of “right-wing extremists”
as detailed above then it analyzes the
“threat” level of internet news websites,
defining “alternative media” as, “a term
used to describe various information
sources that provide a forum for
interpretations of events and issues that
differ radically from those presented in
mass media products and outlets.”
The two reports clearly weave a fine
line between the terms “terrorists” with
“extremists.” The opening line of the
“Right-wing Extremism” Report says,
“The DHS/Office of Intelligence and
Analysis has no specific information that
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domestic right-wing terrorists are currently
planning acts of violence, but right-wing
extremists may be gaining new recruits by
playing on their fears about several emergent
issues.” Clearly, the DHS believes all that
separates a terrorist from an extremist is an
act of violence, but the belief system and
motivation is the same. Says the report, the
threat of violence is fueled by the downturn
in the economy and the election of an AfroAmerican president and the threat of more
gun control legislation.
So here (based on the report) is what DHS
defines as extremist – bordering on terrorism:
One concerned over the economy, loss of
jobs, foreclosures; antagonism toward the
Obama Administration (it’s racist); Criticism
of free trade programs like NAFTA and the
Security and Prosperity Partnership with
Mexico and Canada (SPP); anti-abortion;
oppose same-sex marriage; believe in the
“end times;” stock pile food, ammunition
and weapons; oppose illegal immigration;
opposition to a New World Order; opposition
to the United Nations; opposition to global
governance; fear of Communist regimes;
opposition to loss of US manufacturing to
overseas nations; opposition to loss of US
prestige; use of the Internet (or alternative
media) to express an of these ideas.
Any one of those positions, if leading
to any level of civil disobedience, would
become a terrorist act, according to the
DHS. But, consider this new word play
from DHS concerning real terrorist acts
(Muslim extremists who actually attacked
the United States out of hate, bent on
destruction) Those will no longer be called
“terrorists,” or “acts of terrorism.” They are
now to be called “man-caused disasters.”
According to an interview Napolitano gave
to a German magazine, the new phrase
“demonstrates that we want to move away
from the politics of fear, toward a policy of
being prepared for all risks that occur.”
The new risk that DHS is preparing
for, of course, is the government’s “fear”
and “risk” of right wing opposition to the
radical totalitarian policies of the Obama
Administration.Americans have begun to fear
their own government as the Administration
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is moving rapidly to nationalize American
industry and banks, push for the confiscation
of guns, establish a surveillance society with
International ID cards, deeply integrate
UN treaties into US law, stop efforts to
drill American oil, create a new economic
system based on the environment called
Cap and Trade, and shut off access of the
airways to programs that voice opposition
to those policies. In short, the true mission
of the Department of Homeland Security is
to protect the Obama Administration and to
destroy political opposition.
While denying any of that, the Obama
Administration and its allies in Congress,
including some “Judas-Goat” Republicans,
who serve as their useful idiots, are moving
rapidly to enact legislation to those ends.
The latest legislation is a prime example
of how carefully they have chosen their
words such as “extremists” and “terrorist”
to achieve their goals.
Rep. Perry King, a Republican, has
sponsored HR 2159, the “Denying Firearms
and Explosives to Dangerous Terrorists Act.”
This bill will permit the attorney general to
deny transfer of a firearm to any “known
or suspected dangerous terrorist.” This bill
would deny Second Amendment rights to
any American suspected of a “terrorist” act
(meaning Ron Paul supporters?).
Add HR 2159 to the Congressional
hate crimes bill that destroys free speech,
combined with efforts to create international
health care data banks and renewed efforts
to control Internet access, interconnected
with the Missouri MIAC report that calls
Ron Paul supporters potential terrorists,
and you begin to get a clear picture of the
radical, totalitarian agenda we once-free
Americans now face. Just express your
opposition to such policies and you will be
forced out of society, unable to work, get
health care, access the Internet, by a gun,
or travel freely.
The Department of Homeland Security,
as I’ve reported many times, is the greatest
threat to American freedom. It should be
destroyed and Secretary Napolitano fired.
The DHS is a “man-caused disaster” that
only free men can rectify.
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They’ve Discovered Gold in Hell...
Or How the Lie of Global Warming Became the
Most Powerful Political Force in Human History

N

Folklore by Tom DeWeese

ot long ago a very talented salesman died and found himself approaching the Pearly Gates. As he
drew closer he noticed there was a very long line of people waiting to enter and it wasn’t moving.

Impatient by nature, the salesman pushed his way to the front of the line and confronted a very
harried St. Peter. “What’s the hold up,” asked the salesman. “There’s a strike at the pedestal factory
and no one may enter Heaven without one,” explained St. Peter. “So, you’ll just have to wait until the strike is
settled and they start manufacturing more pedestals.”
That didn’t satisfy the salesman. Always looking to make a deal, he said to St. Peter, “Listen, I’m a pretty
fair salesman. Let me make you this deal. Let me come into Heaven for just one hour. If I don’t have my own
pedestal by that time, I’ll come out and stand in line like everyone else.” St. Peter, happy to get just one person
to stop yelling at him, agreed.
So, through the Pearly Gates went the salesman. He saw rows and rows of serene folks standing on their
pedestals, happy and content. The salesman walked among the rows until finally he stopped and looked up at
one occupant. “Pssst, hey you,” he said. The pedestal occupant looked down and said, “What?” Whispered
the salesman, “Don’t tell anyone, but they’ve discovered gold in Hell. No one else knows and it can be yours
for the taking.” “Really,” said the occupant. “Sure, go get it,” said the salesman. With that, the occupant
jumped off his pedestal and ran down the street. “Well, that was easy,” said the salesman, as he climbed up
on the abandoned pedestal.
And there he stood, content and serene, until he began to hear a commotion. Shouting grew louder. The
startled salesman looked around, noticing people jumping off their pedestals and running down the streets of
Heaven. As they passed the salesman they shouted, “They’ve discovered gold in Hell… they’ve discovered
gold in Hell!” The shouts grew louder. The excitement grew as more and more took to the streets, heading
toward the Pearly Gates.
Finally, several people tugged at the salesman’s leg and shouted, “Come on… they’ve discovered gold in
Hell.” “Really,” said the salesman. “Yes, come on,” they shouted. And the salesman jumped off his pedestal and
started running down the street with the rest of them.
As he ran through the Pearly Gates, St. Peter grabbed his arm and said, “Where are you going?” The now
near-crazed salesman shouted, “They’ve discovered gold in Hell!”
“Wait a minute,” said St. Peter, “you started that rumor.” “I know I did,” said the
salesman, “but… all these people can’t be wrong!”
And that’s the way the lie of global warming became the most powerful political force in human history.
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The Coming Communist-American Auto Industry

T

Utter Horror from Tom DeWeese

hroughout our history, Americans have been inspired by many patriotic slogans such as “I have not yet
begun to fight,” or “I only regret that I have but one life to lose for my country,” or “Remember the
Alamo.” I don’t believe the nation will find much inspiration in the Obama Administrations new one:
“Remember the Yugo!”

Barack Obama promised the “nation of change,” “We cannot, must not, and we will not let our auto industry
simply vanish.” Nope. He has other plans. He’s going to build Yugos. Well, Obama is too clever to actually say
that, but Yugos will certainly be the result of the anticipated federal take-over of the American auto industry.
Americans should all remember the Yogo- the pride of communist Yugoslavia – the first commie car to
endanger American highways back in the 1980’s. Small, affordable and easy on gas- the perfect modern car
for our current economic and environmental crisis that the Obama Administration is hell-bent on perpetuating,
regardless of economic or scientific fact.
Of course, most Yugos only ran long enough to get off the lot and into the driveway. Those lucky enough to
drive them further just had to keep a bucket in the back seat for emergencies - when it was necessary to stop and
pick up the parts that flew off when their Yugo hit a pot hole. In short, the Yugo was an international joke because
it certainly did showcase the skills of communist workers in an industry controlled by communist bureaucrats.
Now, in the United States, where the car for the masses was born from the genius of Henry Ford’s free market
assembly line, Barack Obama and the Democrat Congress have declared themselves the saviors of the American
auto industry. They know what Americans need best! They know how to get Americans buying American cars
and get the economy going again.
Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi (an auto-making genius) says Americans should drive smaller, more
efficient vehicles. And she has the power to pass laws to make us do it – or at least the power to pass laws to
make sure Chrysler and GM can only build the cars that Washington wants. And all Nancy and her gang of thugs
in Congress have to do is pass stricter emission laws and even Ford, which hasn’t taken the Federal candy, will
have to comply. And that saves the auto industry – how?
The whole point of the federal takeover of the auto industry, of course, is to enforce “climate change” restrictions
on the industry. The code word is “cleaner” cars. That really means eliminating CO2 emissions to protect us from
global warming. And it will be so much more efficient for government to dictate it directly to an industry it now
owns than trying to argue with the pesky industry professionals who keep talking about what the buying public
wants. Don’t they understand there is a crisis here?
There are, of course, three problems with that plan for the auto industry. First, since the 1970s, the federal
government has been dictating emission standards, setting the bar higher and higher until today, American cars
literally are so clean that they emit nearly zero pollution, and they can’t get any cleaner or more efficient. Second,
the only way for cars to emit less CO2 is for cars to use less carbon-based fuel, and that doesn’t exist. And
need we say it again, science is showing more and more evidence that there is no man-made global warming,
so no matter how clean the car is made to run, it won’t make any difference and the regulations are completely
unnecessary. Third, the American buying public doesn’t want the pesky little cars and won’t buy them. Detroit
had better be very worried.
Obama’s scheme is not the first time government has tried dictating small cars to the American public. Back in
the 1970s, as a result of Jimmy Carter’s man-made oil shortage, mandates were put out for smaller, more efficient
Detroit cars. Remember the Pinto? As a result, all cars got smaller – even Cadillacs. Americans simply couldn’t
squeeze their families into the things.
(Cont’d on page 10)
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The Growing American Tyranny
and How to Stop It
Freedom21 is the Next Step!
By Tom DeWeese

The Tea Parties have been held. The protests against
the threats of a more powerful government have been
made. Americans across the nation have made it clear
– they fear our own government and they want to
stop its headlong plunge toward totalitarianism. The
question for all concerned Americans must be “now
what do we do?”
What are the issues that are frightening the
American people?
Massive growth of government. Outrageous spending.
The growing invasion of personal privacy in a surveillance
state. The loss of private property rights. The destruction
of our schools. The threat of disarmament of American
citizens. And, above all, politicians who won’t listen. Of
course these are only a sample of the threats we face - but
you get the picture.

most outspoken property rights advocates); Michael
Shaw (the nation’s foremost expert on the dangers of
Sustainable Development); Dr. Michael Coffman (global
governance expert); Michael Chapman and Allen Quist
(two of the nation’s leading experts on the education
crisis); Judith McGeary (sounding the alarm on the
National Animal Identification System - NAIS); Mark
Lerner (the nation’s foremost expert on international
ID); Craig Rucker (training students to fight back on
college campuses); Dan Byfield (his activism has literally
stopped progress on the Trans Texas Corridor); Pat Wood
(Editor of The August Review revealing underground
efforts to attack and damage freedom groups beyond the
Missouri MIAC report and the Department of Homeland
Security report) and Amanda Teegarden (her activism
on the state level is setting the example for how local
activists can fight back).

So what do we do now? Americans have to learn
For ten years Freedom 21 has sounded the alarm,
how to fight back before we can effectively tackle these exposing the international agenda that has led to economic
threats. Where to do that? The immediate answer is the meltdown and massive government power. Now the
Freedom 21 national conference.
warnings are quickly becoming reality, and Americans
Why? Because there you will learn from the best. want answers. What more can we expect? What can we
Former Presidential candidate Chuck Baldwin (called do? How can we fight back? Again, Freedom 21 will
a potential terrorist by the Missouri State Government); supply the answers.
Oklahoma State Senator Randy Brogdon (the man
The 10th Annual Freedom 21 National Conference
who may be Oklahoma’s next Governor); Larry Pratt will be held August 13 - 15, in Oklahoma City, at the
(leading the battle to stop gun confiscation); State Reed Conference Center adjacent to the Sheraton
Rep. Charles Key (the leading force behind the states’ Midwest City hotel. The conference is sponsored by
rights sovereignty movement); Marc Morano (the the American Policy Center and Freedom21 Inc. They
former Senate staffer who has done more to expose are joined by 16 co-sponsoring groups, including Eagle
the lies behind the global warming swindle than Forum, Freedom Advocates, Ed Watch, Committee for
any other American); State Rep. Sam Rohrer (the a Constructive Tomorrow, Sovereignty International,
nation’s leading opponent of Real ID and the creation American Land Foundation, Stewards of the Range,
of an international ID card); and Dr. Jeff Marrongelle OK SAFE, American Heritage Research, Gun Owners
(sounding the alarm against government takeover of of America, Camp American, National Center for
personal choices in health freedom).
Constitutional Studies, Institute for Principled Policy,
These leaders aren’t just talking heads - they are
activists - standing firm and fighting back. All of them
will be at Freedom 21 - ready to share their expertise and
help train you to fight for your rights.

Liberty Coalition, Constitutional Alliance, and The
August Review. These eighteen organizations form a
loose coalition dedicated to advancing the principles of
freedom in the 21st Century.

And they will be joined by the most effective grassroots
activists in the nation. Tom DeWeese (one of the nation’s

The message of Freedom 21 is unique to every
(Cont’d on page 9)
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The Growing

American
Tyranny

and How to Stop It
10th Annual Freedom21 National Conference - The Next Step!

Massive growth of government. Outrageous spending. The growing invasion of personal
privacy in a surveillance state. The loss of private property rights. The destruction of
our schools. The threat of disarmament of American citizens. And, above all, politicians
who won’t listen.

Fight Back - Attend the Freedom21 National Conference
Guest Speakers (so far)
•

Chuck Baldwin: Attacks on the Freedom

•
•
•

Sen Randy Brogdon: NASCO
Larry Pratt: Real ID and Gun Control
Rep Charles Key: State Sovereignty

•
•
•
•
•

Movement

Movement - Taking Back the Constitutional
Power of the States
Marc Morano: Climate Change
Rep Sam Rohrer: International ID, Sharing
Global Information, Fusion Centers, Federal
Control of State Driver’s Licenses
Mark Lerner: International ID, Sharing
Global Information, Fusion Centers, Federal
Control of State Driver’s Licenses
Dr. Jeff Marrongelle: How the Feds are
Stealing Your Health Care Choices
Michael Shaw: Fiat Money and the
Sustainable Action Plan

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Michael Coffman: Global Governance
Michael Chapman: President Obama

and the UN Agenda to Control American
Education
Allen Quist: Censored History in the
Classrooms
Judith McGeary: NAIS and HR 875
Craig Rucker: Students Taking Action on
Campus and at International Conferences
Dan Byfield: How Coordination is Protecting
People Locally - the TTC Fight
Amanda Teegarden: Story of OK-SAFE,
Inc and How to Start Your Own to Affect State
Legislatures
Pat Wood: Attacks on the Freedom
Movement
Tom DeWeese: Globally-Acceptable Truth
and the Crime of Thinking

Training Workshops
Organizing on the Local Level - By Jim Robinson
Fighting the Real ID in State Legislatures - By Mark Lerner
Natural Health Care for You - By Dr. Jeff Marrongelle
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FREEDOM’S HEROES AWARD
Freedom’s Heroes Awards will be presented to one individual elected to
public office and one individual not elected to public office recognizing
each for his/her outstanding contribution to the cause of freedom in the
United States during the past year. Vote online for the two individuals you
wish to receive this year’s Freedom’s Heroes Awards. Visit the Freedom21
Conference website, www.freedom21.org, to vote today!
Sponsored by:
American Policy Center
Freedom21, Inc.
Cosponsored by:
American Heritage Research
American Land Foundation
Camp American
Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow
Constitutional Alliance
Eagle Forum
EdWatch
Freedom Advocates

You’re Invited to attend:
What: 10th Annual Freedom21 National Conference
When: August 13-15, 2009
Where: Reed Conference Center
Midwest City/Oklahoma City, OK
How: Complete form and mail to:
Freedom21 Conference
70 Main Street, Suite 23
Warrenton, VA 20186

Gun Owners of America
Institute for Principled Policy
Liberty Coalition
National Center for Constitutional Studies
OK-SAFE Inc
Sovereignty International
Stewards of the Range
The August Review

Full Registration Includes:
$245 Early Bird Until June 15th
• All conference sessions
• 3 special training workshops
• All breaks and meal functions
• Thursday night reception featuring singer Jim Worthing
• Friday night banquet - Freedom’s Heroes Award

Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _____________________________________ Email: _______________________________________________
Type:

○

○

○

○

** If paying by check or money order, please make payable to
Freedom21 National Conference

CC#: ______________________________________ Exp. Date: _____________ Amt. Enclosed/Charged: __________
Signature: _______________________________________ Today’s Date: ____________ # of Registrations: ________

Early Bird Special until June 15th ONLY $245

After June 15th registration is $295
To make hotel reservations: call (405) 455-1800 - say you are attending the Freedom21 Conference.
For more information, full conference schedule and online registration visit www.freedom21.org or call (540) 341-8915.
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Freedom21 Conference Sponsors
National Vote for Freedom’s Heroes Award
By Tom DeWeese

The Freedom21 National Conference, to be held
August 13 - 15 at the Sheraton Midwest City Conference
Center, Oklahoma City, OK, will award two “Freedom’s
Heroes” awards during the event. To select the winners,
Freedom21 has established an online ballot at the
conference website. Everyone is encouraged to vote.
Freedom21 is also asking radio programs and Internet
News sites to promote the award selection in order to get
the widest vote possible. The awards will be presented to
the winners at the conference banquet.

control. He has a passion for the Bill of Rights.
Arizona State Senator Karen Johnson (former), a
powerful voice in the Arizona legislature, sounding the
alarm against Arizona’s attempts to create its own union
with Mexico, standing firm to stop amnesty for illegals
and against state participation in Real ID.

Oklahoma State Representative Charles Key,
for 20 years he has called for strong state sovereignty
rights, now leading the nation-wide effort to get states
to defend the 10th Amendment against a powerful
There are two categories for the Freedom’s Heroes federal takeover.
Awards. First is to recognize an outstanding elected
Pennsylvania State Representative Sam Rohrer,
official who has stood up against his/her
who has become one of the nation’s
colleagues to protect our freedoms.
strongest voices against the creation
The other will go to an outstanding,
on an International ID system of big
non-elected activist who has taken
brother surveillance.
the fight on his/her shoulders, and
Mayor Mae Smith, of Holland
defended liberty at all costs.
Texas, the first mayor to stand
In nominating the candidates
up to the Texas Department of
for the Freedom’s Heroes Awards,
Transportation in opposition to the
Freedom21 deliberately chose not to
Trans Texas Corridor. She recruited
nominate many of the well known
numerous state and local leaders to
and perhaps obvious leaders in the
join her in blocking its path, slowing
freedom movement, choosing instead
down,
if not stopping, the project.
to focus on lesser known grassroots and local leaders
Nominees for the non-elected Freedom’s Heroes
who had the courage to face down their adversaries and
perhaps sacrifice personal safety and careers for their award include:
defense of liberty. There are thousands of such heroes
Bob Basso, released an inspiring YouTube video
across the nation. We wanted to honor them.
portraying Thomas Paine to rally the nation to take
Nominees for the elected officials Freedom’s Heroes action against misdeeds and to support Constitutionallyguaranteed rights - calling on Americans to stand up and
award include:
Sheriff Joe Arpaio, Maricopa County, Arizona Sheriff, defend their rights.

Steve Bierfeldt, at the young age of 25 has proven
great courage and strength of his convictions by standing
Oklahoma State Senator Randy Brogdon, the alone in a windowless airport room, refusing to be
legislator who has said, “The Trans Texas Corridor will intimidated by TSA agents as they interrogated him,
not cross the Oklahoma Border.” Senator Brogdon has threatened arrest and demanded answers to personal
become one of the nation’s most effective legislators to questions they had no right to ask.
Don Casey, for years, as a volunteer, has alerted
recognize dangers and stop them at the legislative level.
Michigan State Representative John Garfield, the citizens of Alabama to the dangers of land grab
a major opponent and leader in the battle to stop gun policies like Sustainable Development, producing an
impressive library of educational (Cont’d on page 9)
for his views that prisoners are in jail to be punished and
for his aggressive stand against illegal immigration.
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Freedom’s heroes.... (Cont’d from pg 8)
videos and standing against policies that infringe on
private property rights.
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Kevin Starrett, head of the Oregon Firearms
Association, has written a book (Oregon’s Gun Laws)
and is an Oregon grassroots leader, standing firm for a
variety of freedom-related issues.

Norm Davis, one of the most effective state leaders
These are the nominees for this year’s Freedom’s
as head of the grassroots activist group, Take Back
Kentucky. He has created near unprecedented influence Heroes Award. The nominations were made by the
in the Kentucky legislature to safeguard constitutionally- cosponsoring groups who come together every year
to produce the Freedom21 National Conference.
protected freedoms.
Paul Garfield, a local activist in Michigan, who These groups include, the American Policy Center,
has been involved with United Seniors Association Freedom21, Inc, Eagle Forum, Freedom Advocates,
(now called USA Next), The 60 Plus Association, Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow (CFACT),
and Christian Seniors, he has also been an activist in ED Watch, American Land Foundation, Stewards of the
Range, The August Review, Gun Owners of America,
support of Gun Rights.
Camp American, Constitutional Alliance, American
Zeldon Nelson, Director of the National Center for Heritage Research, Institute of Principled Policy,
Constitutional Studies, has led the effort to distribute National Center for Constitutional Studies, OK-SAFE,
more than two million copies of the Constitution Sovereignty International, and the Liberty Coalition.
to American citizens. He has also led the effort to
Internet news sites, radio programs, organizations
provide materials for thousands of school districts to
use on Constitution Day to educate students about and publications are invited and encouraged to help
Freedom21 choose this year’s first annual Freedom’s
American freedoms.
Heroes Award recipients by discussing the project, or
Ralph and Marcia Snyder, started the first sub- establishing a link for the voting on their web sites.
regional coordination commission to stand up and Special logos are available.
fight the Trans Texas Corridor (TTC). Their efforts
For more information or interviews for the Freedom’s
led to eight more counties standing up to the Texas
Heroes
Awards, contact Tom DeWeese, Conference
Department of Transportation against the TTC,
Coordinator, 540-341-8911.
effectively killing the master plan.
american tyranny.... (Cont’d from pg 5)
other conference in the nation. While many try to
explain the reasons for the economic crisis and the
strife and pain many of us are experiencing, Freedom
21 goes to the very root of the problem. Each of these
issues can be traced back to international policy,
specifically Agenda 21 and its policy of Sustainable
Development - a top down government control
operating through non-elected regional governments
and planning boards. The entire agenda is based on
enforcing climate change policy.

Freedom 21 connects the dots from Agenda 21 to
federal policies, like energy, air and water. And the
dots connect further to state legislatures and policies
like the Trans Texas Corridor and immigration.
And they go further to local policies affecting city
councils and county commissions as they deal with
Smart Growth and development. And there’s more
to the agenda, including the radical changes in our
public education system and the growing threat of

a big brother surveillance society. Americans know
something is very wrong in our society, but most
don’t understand what it is. No other conference
explains it like Freedom 21.
Theme for this year’s conference is “The Growing
American Tyranny and How to Stop It.” You will not
hear this message at any other conference in the nation.
Every concerned American needs to understand the
threat we face and to learn how to fight back.
Sign up today to get the $50 early bird savings.
Simply go to www.freedom21.org to see the full
conference schedule and to register. Or call the
American Policy Center at 540-341-8911. If you
want to help preserve our nation’s liberty, then
Freedom 21 is not only the most important event this
year – it’s the critical next step.
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Auto .... (Cont’d from pg 4)
That’s when the environmentalists’ nightmare began. To get around the hated
smaller cars, Americans started buying Sports Utility Vehicles (SUVs). Back then they
were simply called trucks.
The old fashioned, marketbased Detroit auto makers
knew a good customer when
the saw one and they started
improving the trucks to be
more family oriented. And
the SUV revolution was on.

Today,
almost
every
American
family
has
one. And the government
environmentalists hate it. They
have been inventing rules and
regulations ever since to try to
get Americans out of the hated
SUVs. They have tried to
raise gas prices to make them
unusable- didn’t work. They
have offered tax incentives
to get us to abandon them
– didn’t work. So now they
have just taken over Detroit.
Now they will just dictate the
cars Detroit can make.
Get ready America. The
Corvette, Chevy Camaro,
Dodge
Viper,
Dodge
Challenger R/T, Mustang,
Cadillac CTS and the Hummer
are all on the Obama chopping
block – even though that’s
what Americans want to buy.
It doesn’t matter anymore.
We now have governmentcontrolled industry dictated
by those who do everything
through political agenda.
They have a vision and it
looks a lot like the Yugo.
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American Tears…
Whenever great crisis overtakes a nation, be it war, natural disaster or political
oppression, some talented patriots begin to express their fear and sorrow in poem and
song. There are many such efforts underway in our sad nation today. You’ll find them on
YouTube, magazines and a few on the radio.
Below is one such effort from fellow patriot and DeWeese Report reader Holley
Simmons of Toms River, New Jersey. Holley tells me she’s looking for a “name” singer
to record this song. If interested, I’ll provide her contact information. Enjoy.

Come back to me America

By Holley Simmons - (Copyrighted) Reprinted with permission
Where have you gone America
I truly love you so
You’ve lost your soul America
For not so long ago
That spangled banner proudly waved
From sea to shining sea –
To some that flag is just a rag,
But not to you and me.
In times gone by your promises
Were words as good as gold,
And men stood tall and took the fall
There honor to uphold –
And “Duty, Honor, Country”
Were words received so well –
But now that creed is trampled on,
Bu who I cannot tell.
As I remember you believed
Great faith was no offence
For when your fathers faced defeat
They called on Providence
You met the charge and conquered all
When vict’ry was no sin –
Now stalking shadows follow you –
The enemy within.
Bring back your heroes form the mists
Who boldly led the way –
They knew your sacred heritage
And never would betray –
Come back to me America
For with your soul I cry
I love you so America
And will not say “good-bye!”
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Climate Depot.... (Cont’d from pg 12)
Truth” – some of them 4 times in 4 different classes
– will be nearly eligible for AARP (age 50) retirement
group membership by the time warming resumes if these
new studies turn out to be correct. (Editor’s Note: Claims
that warming will “resume” due to explosive heat in the
“pipeline” have also been thoroughly debunked.

Climate Models ‘Violate Basic
Principles of Forecasting’
Since real world observations are not supporting the
alleged climate catastrophe, climate fear promoters are
instead touting unverified computer models predicting
doom 50 or 100 years from now. But even the UN admits
the models are flawed and do not account for “half the
variability in the climate” and they are instead referred
to as “story lines” not even “predictions.” In addition,
top forecasting experts say the models violate the basic
principles of forecasting.
Despite the mounting scientific case against a manmade climate crisis, many, like President Obama’s
Energy Secretary Steven Chu, still seem to believe that
computer model predictions of decades or 100 years
from now are some sort of “evidence” of a looming
climate catastrophe.

‘Climate Change Issue is About to Fall Apart’
Many scientists are now realizing that the UN IPCC and
the promoters of man-made climate fear are in a “panic”
about the lack of global warming, the growing number
of scientific defectors and sinking public support. South
African UN Scientist Dr. Will Alexander wrote in March
2009, “The whole climate change issue is about to fall
apart... Heads will roll!”
It is no wonder that the environmental movement is
urging its troops to no longer use the term “global warming,”
as temperatures fail to cooperate.
Instead, climate change or “global weirding” -- as New
York Times columnist Thomas Friedman has proposed –
are preferred. It is no wonder, that with climate change or
“global weirding,” any weather event can now be linked to
man-made global warming. Drought, flood, storms, tornado,
hurricane? Simply more evidence of “global weirding.”
Heat waves, record cold, blizzards? Even more evidence
of “global weirding.” Therefore, anything that happens is
further “proof” of man-made global warming.

Global Warming Compared to ‘Astrology’
This shift in terminology and tactics by the warming
fear promoters has lead to a top Japanese scientist -- Kanya
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Kusano of the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science &
Technology -- to declare global warming models and fear
promotion akin to “astrology.”
After all, if every weather event that happens fits your
global warming hypothesis or theory, the theory cannot
be invalidated by real world observations or data. Climate
fear promoters are now morphing to the level of the
daily horoscope in your local newspaper. Horoscopes are
worded in such a vague manner that essentially anything
that happens to you that day can be touted as “proof” the
horoscope was correct.
UK Professor Philip Stott has mocked today’s climate
fears by comparing such fears to ancient civilizations. “From
the Babylon of Gilgamesh to the post-Eden of Noah, every
age has viewed climate change cataclysmically, as retribution
for human greed and sinfulness,” Stott, an emeritus professor
of Biogeography from the University of London wrote. The
clock is ticking for the promoters of man-made climate fear as
more and more scientists dissent from climate fears and peerreviewed studies, real world observations and data continue to
refute the entire basis for alarm.

Democrats the New ‘Deniers?’
President Obama’s and the Congressional Democrat’s
hesitation to move forward on global warming cap-and-trade
bills that will raise energy prices during a massive economic
downturn may force continued delays in moving the legislation.
Curious voters will soon be asking their representatives in
Washington the following basic questions:
1. What impact will this bill have on temperatures?
(Answer: “Meaningless”)
2. What will the bill cost? (Answer: Trillions)
3. Why are you voting for a bill that will have huge
economic impacts and harm the poor and seniors on
fixed incomes the most -- but will not have a measurable
climate impact?
4. Why are more and more scientists publicly rejecting
man-made climate fears and why has the Earth failed
to warm as predicted?
The answers to the above questions will likely cause
massive angst with many Democrats in rust belt states
and will probably force further delays in Congressional
climate action. But such Democratic delays in moving
the legislation may not play well with environmental and
climate activists. How long before President Obama and
the Democrats are called “deniers” and “delayers” by their
friends in the activist community? Stay tuned..
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Spotlight on Tyranny
Climate Depot Editorial: We would all be doomed
if we actually faced climate ‘crisis’ - Cap-and-trade
equals all economic pain for no climate gain
Science continues to turn against man-made warming fear promoters

By Marc Morano
The new analysis of Congressional cap-and-trade
‘Most Significant Revenue
bill showing the temperature impact to be ‘scientifically
Generating Proposal of Our Time’
meaningless’ is consistent with many previous studies
Despite the American people’s rejection of warming
showing that proposed “solutions” to man-made global
fears and climate taxes, Congress may persist in pushing
warming are nothing more than all economic pain for no
them for other non-scientific reasons. Hint, hint.
climate gain.
Americans are becoming aware that the debate is
If we did face a man-made climate catastrophe and the
not “over” as more than 700 prominent international
United Nations proposals and Congressional cap-and-trade
scientists publicly dissenting, including many who are
were our only hope -- we would all be doomed!
reversing their views on climate fears and declaring
Many attempt to tout Congressional or UN carbon themselves skeptical. Americans are becoming aware
trading bills as an “insurance” policy against global that there has been no significant global warming since
warming in case the skeptics are wrong about the science. 1995, no warming since 1998 and global cooling for the
But a simple question to ask is: Would you purchase past few years.
fire insurance on your home that had a huge up front
Skeptical scientists generally rally around several key
premium for virtually no payout if you home burned
points. 1) The Earth is currently well within natural climate
down? If you answered YES to such an “insurance”
variability. 2) Almost all climate fear is generated by
policy, then Congress has a deal for you with their capunproven computer model predictions. 3) An abundance of
and-trade legislation.
peer-reviewed studies continue to debunk rising CO2 fears
This new temperature analysis of Waxman-Markey and, 4) “Consensus” has been manufactured for political,
cap-and-trade climate bill, comes at a time when key not scientific purposes.
House Democrats are now realizing the cost (and
In addition, there has been “no evidence for accelerated
futility) of attempting to control the Earth’s thermostat.
sea-level” according to the Royal Netherlands Meteorological
In addition, even the two strongest proponents of manInstitute and failure of the oceans to warm and Antarctic ice
made global warming fears – NASA’s James Hansen
continues to grow. Even the poster child of the warming
and UK’s James Lovelock -- are now ridiculing the
fear campaign, the Arctic is not cooperating.
Congressional cap-and-trade approach as “ineffectual”
New Zealand Climate Scientist Chris de Freitas revealed
and “verging on a gigantic scam.” Remember, these are
on
May 1, 2009 that “warming and CO2 are not well
the words of scientists who believe in a looming human
correlated.” de Freitas added, “the effect of CO2 on global
caused climate “crisis.”
temperature is already close to its maximum. Adding more
Current polling data reveals that the American people
has an ever decreasing effect.”
“get it” when it comes to man-made global warming
fears. Given the wealth of recent polling data showing
‘Climate Fears RIP... for 30 years!?’
American’s are growing increasingly skeptical, it is hard
New peer-reviewed scientific studies now predict a
to believe any Congressmen or Senators are hearing any continued lack of global warming for up to three decades as
clamor from voters to “act” to “solve” global warming. natural climate factors dominate.
In fact, the opposite is true, voters are rebelling against
This means that today’s high school kids being forced
the unfounded climate fears and the so-called “solutions”
to watch Al Gore’s “An Inconvenient
in growing numbers.
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